ABSTRACT. Examples 
sequences one can obtain, however more general definitions of the convolution in IP and in S-
The definitions of the product f.g in IP (in $ resp.) considered in the literature are not equivalent.
For instance, the definition for ' given by Hi rata and Ogata [7] and by Mikusiski [8] by means of so-called delta-sequences depends essentially on the class of delta-sequences taken into consideration.
Notice that given two tempered distributions it makes sense to consider the two operations of the convolution and product: in IP and in S Therefore the following questions appear:
(I) Let f, g
Suppose that f*g (f.g, resp.) exists in IP Does f*g f.g, resp.) belong to $ (II) Let f, g e $ Suppose that f'g, (f.g, resp.) exists in IP and belongs to S Does f*g (f.g, resp.) exist in S 276 A. KAMINSKI AND R. RUDNICKI
The first question in the case of the convolut.[o,1 was posed by Shiralshl [3] and answered negatively by Kamifskl [9] (see also Kamiski [I0] ) and by Dierolf and Voigt [5] We say that the convolution f*g exists in (in S', resp.) if . (x-k), g(x) (x-k-2-k). 
